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ABSTRACT
Software synthesis is a new approach which focusses on the support of embedded systems without the use of operating-systems. Compared to traditional design practices,
a better utilisation of the available time and hardware resources can be achieved with
software synthesis, because the static information provided by the system speci cation is fully exploited. In this paper a novel software synthesis approach for real-time
information processing systems is presented. Speci cally, a exible execution model
for multi-tasking with real-time constraints is proposed, together with an internal
representation model which is well suited for the support of concurrency and timing
constraints.

1 INTRODUCTION
Embedded systems are digital systems for dedicated applications, embedded
in a larger (usually non-electric) environment. When the correctness of these
systems does not only depend on their functional behaviour, but also on their
timing behaviour, they are classi ed as real-time embedded systems. Heterogeneous architectures, composed of programmable devices, hardware accelerators
and memory, are well suited for the implementation of embedded systems, since
they combine the exibility and the low cost of programmable devices with
the eciency of hardware accelerators for performing critical functionalities
[89, 90]. Because of this heterogeneous implementation style, a compreheny
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sive design environment for embedded systems should support the complete
hardware-software co-design trajectory, including hardware/software partitioning, as well as software, hardware and interface synthesis. In this paper we focus
on software synthesis. More in particular, hardware/software partitioning is
supposed to be already performed, so only portions of the system speci cation
assigned to the software partition are considered.
Software synthesis consists of two sub-problems, namely task handling and code
generation. Task handling, which is the subject of this paper, takes care of :
static and/or run-time scheduling of tasks1, managing the task resource requirements, and inter-task communication. Code generation, on the other hand,
generates the static (object) code for the individual tasks. In our system, code
generation is performed by means of the Chess code generator (see Chapter 5).
Our target application domain is advanced real-time information processing
systems, such as consumer electronics and personal communication systems.
The distinctive characteristic of these systems is the coexistence of signal processing and control functions, which require the support of di erent kinds of
timing constraints :
Signal processing functions operate on sampled data streams, and are subject to real-time constraints derived from the required sample frequency
(throughput) and latency, as determined by the environment.
Control procedures may vary in nature. On the one hand, soft deadlines
may be imposed (e.g. in a man-machine interface). In this case the procedure has to be executed as soon as possible, but an occasional delay in the
execution does not compromise the integrity of the entire system. On the
other hand, hard deadlines occur (e.g. in a critical feedback control loop).
In this case the timing constraints are very stringent.

Traditionally, specialised operating systems called real-time kernels , are used
for the software support of complex systems. Software synthesis , as discussed
in this chapter, is an alternative approach to real-time kernels : starting from
a system speci cation, typically composed of concurrent communicating processes with timing constraints, the aim of software synthesis is the automatic
generation of the source code, realizing : (1) the speci ed functionalities while
satisfying the timing constraints, and (2) the typical run-time support required
for real-time systems, such as multi-tasking, and the primitives for process
communication and synchronisation. Compared to real-time kernels, a better utilisation of the available time and hardware resources can be achieved
1

Also called processes.
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with software synthesis, because the static information provided by the system
speci cation is fully exploited. The automatically generated run-time support
is customised for each particular input speci cation, and does not need to be
general, as in the case of real-time kernels. Moreover, an accurate static analysis, usually performed before software synthesis, provides an early feedback
to the designer on the feasibility of the input speci cations. In this way the
trial and error design cycle, typical for real-time kernels, is avoided. Finally,
since the output of software synthesis is source code, portability can be easily
achieved by means of a retargetable code generator. This is especially interesting when the target processor is still subject to changes, like in the case of
application speci c instruction set processors (ASIPs).

2 EXISTING APPROACHES IN
SOFTWARE DESIGN
Real-time kernels. Real-time kernels have been used extensively as a soft-

ware support in the design of embedded systems [201, 215, 235]. Most of these
kernels are stripped versions of a traditional time-sharing operating system,
made appropriate for the real-time domain by reducing the run-time overhead.
These small kernels, often with limited functionality, are in the rst place designed to be fast by ensuring a fast context switch, a quick response to interrupts
and a minimal interrupt disable time.
Above all real-time kernels provide : (1) the run-time support for real-time
multi-tasking to perform software scheduling, and (2) the required primitives for
inter-process communication and synchronisation, and for accessing the hardware resources (typically through an application procedural interface). Since
processes are considered as black boxes, most kernels apply a coarse grain
model for process scheduling. Usually a xed-priority preemptive scheduling
mechanism is used, where process priorities have to be speci ed, rather than
timing constraints. Assignment of process priorities, as in the case of the xedpriority scheduling scheme, is a manual task to be performed without any tool
support. Typically, an iterative and error-prone design cycle, with a lot of code
and priority tuning, is required. Not only is this approach in exible (adding
one task can cause the cycle to be re-iterated) and time consuming, but it also
only guarantees correctness for the selected (simulated) stimuli. Additionally,
the behaviour of the scheduler under peak load conditions is hard to predict,
resulting often in under-utilised systems to stay on the safe side.
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Alternatively, traditional scheduling approaches use timing constraints, specied under the form of a process period, release time and deadline [250]. From
the designer viewpoint however, these constraints are more naturally speci ed
with respect to the occurrence of observable events. Moreover, the scheduler
has no knowledge about the points in time when the events are generated by
the processes, and consequently can not exploit this. It is safer to guarantee
timeliness at pre-runtime, as new family of kernels tend to achieve [81][230].
Moreover, kernels trade optimality for generality, resulting in a signi cant runtime and memory overhead.
On the other hand, static scheduling techniques can be used eciently. In practice this is however only applicable to periodic processes, while asynchronous
processes introduce signi cant overheads, such as active waiting.

Software synthesis. One of the earliest approaches for hardware-software
co-design is the Vulcan system [92]. In this system software synthesis is performed in conjunction with hardware/software partitioning: as a starting point
program threads are extracted from the system speci cation, composed of concurrent processes. This step is done in order to isolate operations with an
unknown timing delay (ND-operations) at speci c places, namely at the beginning of the program threads (program threads are explained in more detail in
Section 4). Initially all operations are supposed to be performed in hardware,
except for all ND-operations; partitioning is then performed by means of an
iterative approach which selects operations to be transferred from the hardware
to the software partition, in order to minimise the hardware cost, while satisfying the imposed timing constraints. The run-time behaviour of the software
partition is controlled by a run-time scheduler which alternates the execution
of the program threads in order to achieve the original process concurrency.
The run-time scheduler activates the threads based on a simple control-FIFO
containing pointers to the threads which are ready to run. The next thread to
be executed is pushed on the control-FIFO directly by the threads under execution, while the run-time scheduler simply pops the program thread stored on
the top of the control-FIFO and executes it, without performing any additional
ordering of the threads which are ready to run. This simple scheduling scheme
provides only a restricted support for timing constraints. Moreover interrupts
are not supported, due to the choice of using a non-preemptive scheduler.
The Chinook hardware-software co-design system also supports software synthesis [41, 40]. The target application domain is reactive systems . The speci cation model is based on an extension of reactive-style synchronous languages,
like Esterel [55] and StateCharts [93]. The system behaviour is subdivided
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into a number of modes ; mode transitions are caused by the watchdog upon
detection of an event. Safe exit points can be speci ed in order to ensure
the integrity of the system when exiting from a mode. Scheduling is divided
into two levels. At the low level, a combined scheduler/partitioner schedules
those operations with constraints on or below the order of the processor instruction cycle time, as meeting these constraints may require both hardware
and software. The result is a software device driver (each group of operations
that have been scheduled together at the low level appears as a single atomic
sequence of software instructions to be scheduled at the high level) and a structural description of the device and its interface logic [39]. High-level scheduling
is divided into intra-modal scheduling, for determining the execution ordering
within each mode, and inter-modal scheduling, for the support of timing constraints imposed on the transitions between di erent modes. A limitation of
this approach is its restricted support for interrupts: although preemption is
allowed by mode transitions, resuming a mode at the preemption point, after
execution of the interrupting code, is dicult to achieve with the watchdog
paradigm.
Software synthesis is also included in the hardware-software co-design methodology for reactive real-time applications, presented in [37]. With this approach,
system functionality to be mapped on either hardware or software is expressed
by means of a uni ed extended nite state machines formalism, called Co-design
Finite State Machine (CFSM). The input speci cations are composed of a network of interacting CFSMs that communicate by means of events. Software
synthesis is performed in two steps: (1) transformation of the CFSM speci cation into an s-graph , i.e. a reduced form of the control- ow graph typically
used in compiler technology, and (2) translation of the s-graph into portable
C code, which is then compiled into the target micro-controller object code.
Di erent from other software synthesis approaches, a small customised operating system, consisting of a scheduler and drivers for the I/O channels, is
used to correctly implement the run-time behaviour of the input CFSMs. Both
polling and interrupts can be used for implementing the event detection. This
approach is limited to reactive, control dominated systems, which are mapped
to a micro-controller. Because of the state explosion problem, the size of the
systems that can be mapped is also limited.
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3 SYSTEM SPECIFICATION AND
SYNTHESIS SCRIPT
This section discusses system speci cation styles and gives an overview of our
methodology. A more formal discussion is the subject of Section 5.
As already mentioned, advanced information processing systems are characterised by a heterogeneous implementation style, and perform di erent kinds of
functionalities at the same time, such as signal processing and control-intensive
tasks. A speci cation style based on concurrent communicating processes is
well suited for this application domain since it allows a better encapsulation of
the di erent functionalities.
Consider for example the simple system described in Figure 1(a). The shaded
node filter is a real-time signal processing task that, once activated, must
be repeated at a xed rate, until the stop signal becomes `1'. The init task
waits for key1 to be pressed, and then initialises and activates the filter
task. Since the initialisation and the lter tasks must be executed one after the
other, a sequential speci cation is adequate for these functionalities. However,
as illustrated in the stop task, the computation of the stop condition (press
and then release key2) requires an execution time which is unknown at compile
time; therefore, if the original speci cation is not changed, it is not possible
to check for the stop condition at each iteration of the lter body, because
this would introduce an unbounded delay in the lter body, in contrast with
its real time constraint. A concurrent speci cation style, as shown in Figure 1
(b), is therefore required in order to capture the original system functionality.
An alternative approach is to transform the original system speci cation into
a sequence of tasks, but as shown in Figure 1 (c) this approach has several
drawbacks: the user must transform the original speci cation in order to avoid
unbounded delays, often resulting in an over-speci cation . Additionally, he
must manually interleave and statically schedule the di erent tasks, which is
tedious, dangerous (because state explosion can occur) and dicult (because
timing constraints must be satis ed and kept consistent). In general, these
steps towards the implementation are not desirable at this level of abstraction.
In order to support the di erent requirements of concurrent processes with
real-time constraints, several transformations must be applied to the original
speci cation. In Figure 2, our software synthesis script is depicted. The input
speci cation , composed of concurrent communicating processes with real-time
constraints, is rst translated into a set of program threads [92], which allow a
better static analysis. Speci cally, non-deterministic operations (i.e. operations
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init
wait(key1’down);
stop := 0;
init_filter();

stop
wait(key2’down);
wait(key2’up);
stop := 1;

stop == 1
filter

stop == 0

filter_body();

(a)
Concurrent Specification
Process init
{
wait(key1’down);
stop := 0;
init_filter();
go := 1;
}

Sequential Specification
{

wait(key1’down);
init_filter();

Process filter
{
wait(go==1);
while(stop==0) loop
filter_body();
end loop;
}
Process stop
{
wait(key2’down);
wait(key2’up);
stop := 1;
}

(b)

while(TRUE) loop
key2_down := FALSE;
key2_up
:= TRUE;

L1: while(TRUE) loop
filter_body();
if (key2’down) then
key2_down := TRUE;
endif;
if (key2_down && key2’up) then
exit L1;
endif;
end loop;
end loop;
}

(c)

Digital lter with user interface process : (a) system description,
(b) concurrent and (c) sequential speci cation style.

Figure 1

with an unbounded timing delay), such as \wait for an event to occur", are
allowed only at the beginning of a program thread, so that apart from the
rst operation, for a given programmable device, the latency of each thread
can be determined statically by calling a code generator. A representation
model, based on constraint graphs [121], is then extracted from the program
threads. By means of a static analysis of the constraint graphs, program threads
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Concurrent Processes

Translation into
Program Threads

Static Analysis

Representation Model
(Constraint Graph)

Compile-time

Determination of
Thread Frames
Synthesis
Static Scheduling

Run-time

Dynamic Scheduling

Figure 2

Software synthesis script.

which are triggered by the same non-deterministic operation are clustered into
thread frames . Static scheduling is then performed for determining the relative
ordering of the threads belonging to the same thread frame. Based on the
imposed timing constraints and on the relative thread ordering within each
frame, the time slack of each thread is determined, indicating the amount of
time the end of a thread can be postponed, relatively to its static schedule,
before violating a timing constraint. This static information is nally used at
run-time by the dynamic scheduler , whose purpose is to combine the di erent
thread frames according to the system evolution. In the sequel, each step of
the script is described in more details.

4 PROGRAM THREADS
Non-deterministic (ND ) operations are operations whose execution delay is
unknown at compile time. Examples are synchronisation with internal or external events, such as wait(key1'down) in Figure 1, unbounded loops, such
as filter, and others. The purpose of extracting program threads from concurrent processes is to isolate all the uncertainties, related to the execution
delay of a given program, at the beginning of the program threads. At run-
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thread:stop2
{ wait(key2’up);
stop := 1;
enable(stop1);
disable(stop2);
}

disabled

enable disable

stop2
f_body
stop1
init

stop2
f_body

init
stop2

stop1

stop1

active
buffer
run
buffer

event handler/
scheduler call

f_body

init
stop2

init
stop2

init
stop2

stop1

f_body

stop1
init

stop1
init

stop2

stop1

f_body

f_body

stop1

disable()

running

stop1
init

stop2
f_body
stop1
init

stop2

...
f_body

stop1
init

f_body

stop2

f_body

f_body

stop2

event handler/
scheduler call

event handler/
scheduler call

key1’ down

activate()

(b)

...
init

active

transistions under
control of scheduler

(a)

wait
buffer

activate()

run

thread:filter_body
{
filter_body();
if (stop == 1) then
enable(init);
disable(filter_body);
else
activate(filter_body);
endif;
}

enabled

suspend

thread:stop1
{wait(key2’down);
enable(stop2);
disable(stop1);
}

enable()

thread:init
{wait (key1’down);
stop := 0;
init_filter();
activate(filter_body);
disable(init);
}

key2’ down

key2’ up

time

(c)

Figure 3

(a) Program threads, (b) state transitions, (c) time execution trace.

time, a dynamic scheduler activates the di erent program threads according
to the original speci cation while taking into account the sequence of occurred
events and the imposed timing constraints. In this way the unknown delay
in executing a program thread appears as a delay in scheduling the program
thread, and is not considered as part of the thread latency [92]. Besides, process concurrency can be achieved by alternating the execution of the di erent
threads.
Compared to the execution model of the Vulcan system [92], our approach
is more sophisticated, since it takes into account run-time thread scheduling
driven by timing constraints . Furthermore, the execution model allows for
preemption , and interrupts are supported in the event detection mechanism, as
explained in Section 6.2.
As an example consider the set of program threads illustrated in Figure 3(a),
derived from the concurrent speci cation of Figure 1(b). Four program threads
have been extracted from the three concurrent processes, since the stop process
has been decomposed into two program threads (stop1 and stop2), one for
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each ND -operation (wait statements). As illustrated in Figure 3(b), a program
thread can be in one of four di erent states:
Disabled , indicating a state of inactivity.
Enabled , i.e. waiting for a speci c event to occur.
Active , indicating that it is ready to run.
Running , i.e. under execution.

Threads in the disabled or enabled states are stored into the wait buffer,
while threads in the active and running state are stored respectively in the
active buffer and run buffer. In general, state transitions are caused by
internal or external events , except for the transition from the active to the run
state, which is triggered by the dynamic scheduler. In case of an internal event,
the thread which is executing and which generates the actual event, can cause
another thread to become active, and thus runnable. When the thread under
execution terminates, it is set back into the enable state (ready to be reactivated
by the occurrence of its event) or to the disable state (when a dependency
relation exists between this thread and a preceding thread). Remark that
thread dependencies can be built into the code using enable() or activate()
commands. The execution order of the threads in the active state is determined
by the dynamic scheduler, and it is driven by the imposed timing constraints,
as illustrated in Section 6.2.
Figure 3(c) illustrates the run-time evolution of the wait and active bu ers for
the example of Figure 3(a): at startup the init and stop1 threads are in the
enabled state, when the event key1'down occurs. This event causes the init
thread to be set in the active state, and then to be executed. As a consequence,
filter body is set in the active state by the init thread, while init disables
itself. The filter body is then executed repeatedly, until the event key2'down
occurs, which causes an interruption of the currently executing thread by invoking the event handler and the scheduler. An immediate transition of stop1
from the enabled to the active state is made and then the scheduler decides
which thread to execute next between filter body and stop1. In this case
the filter body is selected, so that its execution is resumed starting from
the same point where it was interrupted by the scheduler at the occurrence of
the event key2'down. When filter body terminates, stop1 is executed, and
consequently stop2 is enabled, while stop1 is disabled. filter body is then
run again until a third event, key2'up, occurs, causing stop2 to be set into
the active state. After filter body has been resumed and executed, stop2 is
run, causing the stop signal to be set to `1', stop1 to be enabled again, and
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to be disabled. Finally, filter body is run again, and since the stop
condition is true, init is enabled, while filter body is disabled, so that the
system returns to its initial state.
stop2

This example nicely illustrates how the concurrency of the filter and the
stop process present in the original speci cation of Figure 1 can be simulated
by interleaving of thread frames.
In the previous example the decomposition of the original speci cations into
program threads was trivial. However, in general, di erent choices are available.
For example, branches in the control ow introduce non-determinism in the execution delay of a program; in this case di erent possibilities are available, like
for example making each branch a thread on its own. Other choices are available when taking into account inter-process communication issues, where the
decomposition into program threads may have an impact on the size of interprocess communication bu ers. The execution time of the program threads
also has a big impact on the execution model explained in the following sections, since shorter threads allow faster reaction times at the cost of additional
scheduling overhead.
In general, due to the structure of the ow of control and to optimisation
issues, such as the minimisation of inter-process communication bu ers and
system reaction time, several threads are extracted from each single process,
each of them not necessarily starting with a ND -operation. Although a more
detailed analysis would be required, in this chapter we do not deal with these
issues, since we concentrate more on the representation and execution models.

5 REPRESENTATION MODEL
5.1 Constraint graph
Our representation model is based on Constraint Graphs (CG) [121], with vertices representing program threads and edges the precedence relationships

and the timing constraints between threads.

Speci cally, let (v ) be the execution delay of the thread represented by vertex
v . A forward edge e with weight w represents a minimum timing constraint
between v and v , i.e. the requirement that the start time of v must occur
at least w units of time later than the start time of v . For simplicity we do
i

i

i;j

i

i;j

i;j

j

j

i
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not deal with forward edges e for which w 6= (v ). Similarly, a maximum
timing constraint between two threads v and v is indicated as an edge from
v to v with negative weight w , representing the requirement that the end
time of v must occur no later than j w j units of time later than the end time
of v . Edges with a non-negative weight are called forward edges, edges with
a negative weight backward edges. As in [120], we assume that the subgraph
containing only forward edges is acyclic.
i;j

i;j

i

j

i

i

j

i;j

j

i;j

i

Finally, ND -operations are represented by separate event nodes. We assume
that the arrival time of an event is unknown at compile time, and this is reected in the speci cation model by associating a non-deterministic delay to
event nodes. This assumption makes event nodes very similar to the anchors
in relative scheduling [121]; however in our model event nodes must not have
any predecessor. As a consequence the CG can be disconnected. All the timing
attributes of an event, such as the inter-arrival period for periodic events or
the minimum inter-arrival time for asynchronous events, are attached to event
nodes. This feature is very important because it decouples the timing characteristics of any particular functionality from the speci cation style used. Di erent
from relative scheduling, where con icts in resource access are supposed to be
solved before scheduling (by inserting forward edges between con icting operations in the CG), in our model threads may be con icting with each other
(in most cases we are using a single processor), even if no edges exist between
them. This is due to the fact that most threads compete for the main resource,
namely the CPU; however, concurrent threads mapped to e.g. the processor
peripherals do not con ict with the ones competing for the CPU.
Given a CG G(V; E ), in the following text we will denote the set of forward
edges as F  E , the set of backward edges as B  E , and the set of event
nodes as T  V .

5.2 Thread frames
As already noticed, all the uncertainties related to the timing behaviour of a
system speci cation are captured by event nodes. Since the arrival time of an
event is unknown at compile time, event nodes limit the amount of analysis
and synthesis which can be performed statically. The purpose of identifying
thread frames is to partition the initial constraint graphs into disjoint clusters of threads triggered by a single event, so that analysis and synthesis (e.g.
scheduling) can be performed for each cluster relatively to the associated event.
Similarly to the anchor sets de ned for constraint graphs in [121], the event set
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event1

event2

event2

event1

v2

v1
v1

v2

v4

v3

v4

v3

v5
v6

v5
art. event

v7

v8

1

Frame
clustering

art. event

v6

2

v8

v9

v7
v9

v10
v10
Artificial events :

Timing Constraints
minimum

art. event

maximum

art. event

Figure 4

1
2

= end(v2) && end(v3)
= end(v5) && end(v6)

Thread clustering.

E (v ) of a node v is de ned as the set of event nodes which are predecessors
of v .
i

i

i

De nition 15.1 (Thread frame) Given a CG G(V; E ) and an event node
v 2 T , a thread frame TF is de ned as a set of nodes which are triggered
only by event v , i.e. :
TF = fv 2 V j E (v ) = fv gg [ fv g
k

k

k

k

i

i

k

k

From the above de nition it follows that : (1) thread frames are mutually
disjoint, and (2) nodes with multiple events in their event set do not belong
to any thread frame. In order to increase the amount of static analysis which
can be performed, all the nodes in the CG are clustered into thread frames
by introducing arti cial events, as shown in Figure 4, without changing the
original timing semantics. Besides, since events introduce an overhead during
thread scheduling (see next sections), we also want to minimise the number of
clusters. More formally the clustering problem can be formulated as follows:

De nition 15.2 (Immediate predecessors) Let pred(v ) be the set of immediate predecessors of node v , i.e.
pred(v ) = fv j 9e 2 F g. Given a node cluster C  V , let
pred(C ) = fv 2 V j 9v 2 C : v 2 pred(v ) and v 62 C g
i

i

i

j

j;i

k

k

i

j

k

i

j

i

k
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be the set of immediate predecessors of a cluster C .
k

De nition 15.3 (Thread clustering) Given a CG G(V; E ), nd the clustering
fC ; :::; C g with minimum n, such that 8i 6= j : C \ C = ;,
S
C = V , and 8C and 8v 2 C , one of the following two conditions holds:
(1) pred(v)  C or (2) pred(v)  pred(C ).
1

n

n

i

i=1

i

i

j

i

i

i

As it is easy to verify, the rst conditions guarantee that a complete clustering
is performed and that all clusters are disjoint, while the last two conditions
guarantee that the threads depend on the same predecessors as their cluster
C . This is necessary to ensure that the clustering does not implicitly introduce
additional dependencies between the threads in the cluster C and threads in
another cluster; dependencies which were not initially present in the original
CG.
i

i

A simple approach for thread clustering is to start with a separate cluster
for each thread, and then iteratively merge all clusters C and C such that
pred(C )  C (condition 1), or pred(C )  pred(C ) (condition 2), until no
further merging is possible. Once thread clustering has been performed, thread
frames are easily constructed by just inserting in each cluster C an event node
representing the termination of all the threads contained in pred(C ) and linking
it by means of forward edges to all the vertices v 2 C j 9v 2 pred(v ) : v 2
pred(C ).
i

j

i

j

j

i

i

i

j

i

k

j

k

i

5.3 Well posed-ness
The concept of well posed-ness has been introduced in [121] for indicating the
consistency of a CG with respect to the timing constraints. Given the similarity
between anchors and event nodes, the same condition can be checked also in
our speci cation model. Speci cally, a timing constraint is feasible, if it can be
satis ed when the delays of all events (i.e. the ND-operations) in the CG are
set to zero. Then a feasible timing constraint is well-posed if it can be satis ed
for all values of the unbounded delays.
Given a CG G(V; E ), let E (v ) be the event set of vertex v 2 V , de ned as
the set of events which are predecessors of v ; a necessary condition for G to
be well-posed is that for each edge e E (v )  E (v ). However, in order to
e ectively isolate thread frames from each other, a more strict condition must
be imposed on CGs. Speci cally, a necessary condition for a CG to be strictly
well posed is that, after thread clustering, for all backward edges e , both v
and v belong to the same thread frame and do not cross frame boundaries.
i

i

i

i;j

i

j

i;j

j
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The execution model.

6 EXECUTION MODEL
Figure 5 illustrates the execution model of the proposed software synthesis approach. After thread clustering, all threads in a thread frames are scheduled
statically (i.e. at compile time). The thread clustering procedure illustrated
in the previous section, together with the condition of strict well posed-ness,
guarantee that all frames are isolated (i.e. do not overlap) from each other.
Static scheduling is performed for each frame individually, resulting in a relative ordering between the threads in the same frame, and this ordering is not
changed anymore in the following phases.
The run time behaviour is illustrated in the lower part of Figure 5: starting
from an idle state, suppose that event 1 occurs; this event activates the runtime scheduler, and since no other frames are currently active, the threads
of the rst frame are executed in the order determined previously with static
scheduling. After some time, while executing thread 2, suppose that event 2
occurs (e.g. by means of an interrupt). This second event causes the following
actions :
1. Thread 2 is interrupted.
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2. The run-time scheduler is invoked for determining the following execution
order (in the example (2, C, 3, A, B)).
3. Execution proceeds with the newly determined thread ordering.
It is important to note that the relative ordering between the threads of the
same frame, determined at compile time by the static scheduler, is not changed
by the run-time scheduler. As illustrated in the sequel, this characteristic is
essential for an ecient implementation of the run-time scheduler, which must
be necessarily very fast.

6.1 Static scheduling
The relative ordering among the threads within the same frames is determined
during static scheduling . In this section we do not illustrate a speci c scheduling
algorithm; instead we indicate the relevant information of the static frame
schedule, used at run-time by the dynamic scheduler.
In the following text the start time of a thread v is denoted by T (v ), its end
time by F (v ), and its execution delay by (v ).
i

i

i

i

De nition 15.4 (Ordering) Given a CG G(V; E ) and a thread frame TF 
V containing j TF j threads, let O be an ordering function :
O : TF ! [1; j TF j]
such that 8v =
6 v : O (v ) =
6 O (v ), indicating that under the ordering
TF

TF

i

j

TF

i

TF

j

O , O (v ) < O (v ) implies that v is executed before v .
TF

TF

i

TF

j

i

j

As already noticed, the weight w of any forward edge between two threads
v and v is supposed to be always equal to the execution delay of v , i.e.
w = (v ). It follows that, given an ordering O , assuming that each thread
is activated immediately after the other, the start time of each thread v 2 TF ,
relative to the start time of TF , is given by:
i;j

i

i;j

j

i

i

TF

i

T

OT F

X

(v ) =
i

vk

(v ):
k

2 j

T F OT F (vk )<OT F (vi )

In particular, the time distance between two threads v ; v 2 TF can be determined as follows:
X
(v ):
TD (v ; v ) =
i

OT F

i

j

vk

2 j



T F OT F (vi )

j

k

OT F (vk )<OT F (vj )
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Figure 6

Given a thread frame TF , a valid ordering O is such that all the timing
constraints speci ed within TF are satis ed. By means of the time distance
function de ned above, this condition can be formalised as follows: O is a
valid ordering i 8w j v ; v 2 TF ,
TF

TF



i;j

TD
TD

OT F
OT F

i

j

(v ; v )  w
if w  0
(v ; v ) + (v ) ? (v ) j w j otherwise
i

j

i;j

j

i

i

i;j

j

i;j

De nition 15.5 (Thread slack) Given a thread frame TF and a valid ordering O , the thread slack function TSlack of a thread v 2 TF is de ned
as follows:
TF

TSlack

i

8
if 9v 2 TF j w < 0
< min8 2 : 0 f j w j
(v ) = : ?(v ) + (v ) ? TD (v ; v ) g
+1
otherwise
vj

OT F

i

i

T F wi;j <

i;j

j

OT F

j

j

i;j

i

De nition 15.6 (Frame slack) Given a thread frame TF and a valid ordering O , the frame slack function FSlack of a thread v 2 TF is de ned as
TF

i

follows:

FSlack

OT F

(v ) = minfTSlack
i

OT F

(v ) j O (v )  O (v )g:
k

TF

k

TF

i

In Figure 6 a simple example of static scheduling with the related ordering
information is illustrated. The FSlack function de ned above is very useful for
determining the time available for alternating the execution of di erent thread
frames in a multi-tasking environment. Speci cally, given a thread frame TF
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static
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ThreadFrame

CTF ;
O
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;

DynamicScheduler(Thread v~,
1.
2.
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g

CTF
O
CTF

=

CT F

fv 2 CTF j O
i

CT F

O

NT F )

(v )  O
i

CT F

CTF , O

= composeOrderings(
=

CTF [ NTF ;
Figure 7

NTF ,

ThreadFrame

ThreadOrdering

f

(~v )g;

CT F

,

NTF , O

NT F

);

The dynamic scheduler.

and an ordering O , the end time of a thread v 2 TF can be delayed up to
(v ) time units with respect to T (v ) + (v ) without changing
the ordering function and without violating any timing constraint.

FSlack

TF

OT F

i

i

OT F

i

i

6.2 Dynamic scheduling
Starting from statically scheduled frames, the dynamic (or run-time) scheduler
determines the thread ordering among di erent frames which are active at the
same time. The run-time composition of di erent frames is needed since we
assume that the arrival time of events is unknown at compile time. The task of
dynamic scheduling is simpli ed by the assumption that the relative ordering
between threads of the same frame is not changed, so that the information
determined statically (e.g. the FSlack functions) can be exploited e ectively
in order to simplify the dynamic scheduling problem.
Each time an event occurs, the run-time scheduler is activated, e.g. by implementing it as an interrupt routine, with the following input data :
The current thread frame under execution at the moment of the event
occurrence, denoted by CTF , together with the associated static informa(v ) for all threads v 2 CTF .
tion, i.e. O
and FSlack
The thread frame triggered by the new event, denoted by NTF , together
(v ) for
with the associated static information, i.e. O
and FSlack
all threads v 2 NTF .
The current thread under execution at the moment of the event occurrence,
denoted by v~ 2 CTF .
CT F

OCT F

i

i

NT F

ON T F

i

i
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The outline of the dynamic scheduler is illustrated in Figure 7. The current
thread frame CTF and its relative ordering function O
are represented as
static variables which are retained between successive calls of the scheduler,
while the current thread v~ and the new thread frame, with the associated
static ordering, are passed to the scheduler as input parameters. In step 1
the thread frame consisting of the current thread and all the successive ones
is constructed, since already executed threads do not have to be taken into
account. The heart of the scheduler is the composeOrderings function which
returns the new thread ordering for the composition of the current and the new
frames and which updates the slacks (by decreasing them with the amount by
which the threads are e ectively delayed). Finally, in step 3 the current frame
is updated in order to include also the threads of the new frame. After calling
the dynamic scheduler, execution may proceed according to the new ordering
stored in O .
CT F

CT F

The composition of the orderings performed by the composeOrderings function
must be such that all the timing constraints are still satis ed, or equivalently,
after dynamic scheduling, the current ordering must be such that 8v 2 CTF ,
FSlack
(v )  0. Situations may exist in which such a condition can not
be satis ed. This may be due to an inappropriate scheduling algorithm, but
also because the system can be overloaded. A useful feature of our approach
is that when the slack of a thread becomes smaller than a given threshold,
event detection mechanisms can be disabled (e.g. disable interrupts) for the
duration of the thread, in order to guarantee the timing constraints of the
functionalities already in progress. It is important to note that we assume
that the scheduler does not know the exact time at which an event occurs. In
fact such a knowledge would require the use of a hardware timer, and we do
not want to rely on this assumption. It follows that if the current thread v~ is
interrupted by an event, the scheduler must assume the worst case, i.e. that
the event occurred just at the beginning of v~. This drawback of the approach
may cause ineciencies, since valid orderings may be discarded because of the
above approximation. However this e ect can be reduced by limiting the length
of the threads. Finally note that, since slacks are computed relatively to the
thread ends, their computation is not a ected by the above approximation.
i

OCT F

i

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a novel approach for software synthesis targeted
to real-time information processing systems. Real-time information processing
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systems are characterised by the coexistence of both signal processing and control functionalities, with di erent kind of timing constraints. The proposed
approach, based on a representation model composed of program threads and
constraint graphs, decouples the timing characteristics of any particular functionality from the speci cation style used, and is therefore well suited for heterogeneous speci cations. A general and exible execution model combines a
detailed static analysis of the input speci cations, resulting in a static partitioning of the input speci cations and a static schedule for each partition, with a
run-time scheduler for the dynamic composition of the speci cation partitions.
Starting from the general framework presented in this paper, future work will
focus on the di erent optimisation issues involved in the translation of the input speci cations into program threads and in the de nition of ecient static
and dynamic scheduling algorithms.
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